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A smart trade
fair that means
business
FROM BUILDINGS TO CITIES

We are in the midst of a revolution—the fourth industrial
revolution, characterised by cyber-physical systems. Just
like during the three revolutions that have gone before,
everything around us is changing—all aspects of our
lives are being transformed into smart-mode. Buildings
and cities are no exception. In fact, these are two ideal
fields for the application of new technologies based on
widespread connectivity.
Being connected in all corners is a necessary condition,
and not only does it enable more types of communication
and access to information, it also provides resources
in the fields of home automation, security and energy
efficiency, allowing our buildings to become more and
more environmentally-friendly. As the panorama extends
from buildings to the city, the imminent arrival of 5G
technology will take things to the next level, projecting
us further into an era of widespread adoption of IoT,
thereby revolutionising transport, logistics and community
services. Shining the spotlight on this revolution is the
mission that the organisers Pentastudio and Fiera Milano
have given to Smart Building Expo, the trade fair for
intelligent building strongly integrated with SICUREZZA,
the leading event in Italy and one of the most important
in Europe for the security industry.

Photovoltaics and Smart Cities
news and innovation for 2019
The new dawn of Photovoltaics

New cities? Smarter than ever

Following a period of decline, even big corporations like
Google, Amazon, Wal-Mart and General Motors are making
huge investments once again in photovoltaics. This is the
second growth wave for solar power systems.
This is why, at Smart Building Expo 2019, there will be
a dedicated area for state-of-the-art solutions for the
production and sharing of energy in buildings, something
which fits well into the existing sector of energy efficiency
and, thanks to smart grids, into smart cities.

Smart buildings create smart cities. This is why, as part
of Smart Building Expo, the focus will be on everything
that is revolutionising our cities, with a dedicated
exhibition area for the most innovative applications
and technology for a smart city - tomorrow's city is
here today. This is where experimental 5G technology
projects will feature, right during its launch period. More
than simple technological development, this is already
a revolution. A revolution that opens us up to previously
unimaginable applications, made up of tens of billions of
devices connected throughout the world via infrastructure
that is yet to be built.
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Facts and figures from the 2017 edition
FIERA MILANO AND PENTASTUDIO: THE STRENGTH OF SYNERGY

The integration of Smart Building Expo with
SICUREZZA is the result of the combined efforts of
Pentastudio and Fiera Milano to offer Italy a first-rate
trade fair with international presence for one of the
fastest growing sectors in the global economy: Home
and Building Automation and System Integration.
These combined efforts have brought great results
since its very first edition, making it one of the leading
trade fairs in Italy and a spectacular showcase of
Italian technology in Europe and around the world.

Total numbers
SICUREZZA+SMART BUILDING EXPO

25,569
certified professional
visitors from 86 Countries

Italy
14%

Southern Italy

18%

68%

Central
Italy

Northern
Italy

Abroad

150

conferences with
more than
2500 participants

71% Europe
(not including Italy)

18% Asia
8% Africa
3% America

465
exhibitors from 20 Countries

A trade fair that drives business
T R A I N I N G ,

I N F O R M AT I O N

A N D

■

B U S I N E S S

N E T W O R K I N G

Conferences

Smart Building Expo defines itself as a key event for
professional development, thanks to the conferences,
workshops and discussions that have been made
possible thanks to prestigious partnerships with
universities and research institutes. These offer a clear
outlook on ongoing technological developments, and
topics include the evolution of 5G, the TV switch-off,
the ultra wideband network, the redevelopment of
building installations, energy efficiency and selfsufficiency systems and a huge international event
on smart cities.

■

Training

A key aspect of a forward-looking trade fair is training
opportunities. This is exactly why Smart Building Expo
offers a schedule of professional development
events for designers, installers, system integrators and
building administrators, with training credits offered for
participation.

■

■

Smart Building Award

Designing a building with connectivity in mind and
managing it with digital technology: for 21st-century
architecture, this is a revolution. For the fourth edition of
the Smart Building Award, Smart Building Expo wants
to bring the best intelligent building designs to the
foreground, as well as the buyers, designers and builders
who have transformed them into reality.

www.smartbuildingexpo.it
All the information about Smart Building Expo and the
industry is kept up-to-date on the smartbuildingexpo.it
website which for the period September-November 2017
recorded.

20 thousand

unique visitors 38 thousand views

Business networking with
My Matching

The aim of Smart Building Expo is to generate business.
To make it easier for businesses and purchasers to meet,
exhibitors can make use of My Matching, Fiera Milano's
business networking platform designed to simplify the
process of connecting directly with hosted buyers and
to make it easier to book appointments.

■

Business Meetings

In addition to My Matching, Smart Building Expo has even
more to offer exhibitors: the chance to meet current and
potential clients through business meeting bookings.

Services to set you up for success
I N T E G R AT E D P R O P O S A L S — B E F O R E , D U R I N G A N D A F T E R T H E E V E N T

Thanks to its location in Fiera Milano, Smart Building Expo offers a range of advantages. On the
one hand, the exhibition district itself, which is one of the most contemporary exhibition spaces in
Europe. On the other hand, the concrete opportunity for businesses to grow their business reach
thanks to a range of services that only the greatest exhibition districts in the world can offer:
■ My Matching, the business networking platform that enables exhibitors and top
hosted buyers to meet
■ Customised or turnkey exhibition solutions. “All inclusive” packages
■ Pre-registration and client invitations to promote visitor numbers
■ Sponsorship and promotional opportunities
■ The chance to hold seminars, workshops, conferences, meetings and training events
■ The opportunity to organise events and evening parties

Sales office and Organisation Secretary:
Pentastudio
Tel. +39 0444 543133 info@smartbuildingexpo.it
www.smartbuildingexpo.it
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